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I Introduction  

The sudden overthrow of a democratically

elected government in Mali in the spring of

2012 by a small group of military insur-

gents is symptomatic of the reemerging

pattern of coups d’état which have hit

Africa in recent years. So it happened that

in March 2012, after enjoying twenty years

of constitutional democracy, Mali briefly fell

under the control of a group of middle-ran-

king soldiers. The country at the time was

tragically divided between the Tuareg and

Islamist rebel groups taking control of the

North, and the joint junta-new civilian go-

vernment struggling to unify the country.

The coup in Mali was immediately met by

international condemnation, sanctions im-

posed by its neighbors, and the loss of

northern Mali to Tuareg forces. The coup

proved short-lived: on April 6, the junta

agreed with the Economic Community of

West African States (ECOWAS) negotia-

tors to step down in exchange for an

end to sanctions, and handed back

power to the transitional government led

by Dioncounda Traoré. 

Every coup d’état has different origins,

causes and effects: in the case of the Mali,

it principally reflected soldiers’ grievances

over the government’s weak handling of the

Tuareg-led rebellion in the northern part of

the country. But many other African coun-

tries have also succumbed to military

forces over the past five years, including

Mauritania (August 2008), Guinea (Decem-

ber 2008), Guinea-Bissau (December 2008

and April 2012), and Niger (February 2010).

This poses a number of questions: What

makes Africa such a volatile region and

what sociopolitical conditions nurture the

seedbed of dissent? Is there a discernible

pattern of events that could help predict

when military coups are most likely to

occur? And, most importantly, are there

any measures that governments could take

to mitigate this risk?

Since the years of independence, Africa

has experienced more than 200 military

coups, counting both successful and failed

coup attempts. The political and economic

conditions prevailing in different African

countries and the foreign influences at work

during different periods (post-indepen-

dence, Cold War, and post-Cold War eras)

have all played a part in fueling conflicts

and coups in the region. The destabilizing

factors have been many and varied, de-

pending on the national context: warring

factions seeking to gain power in the after-

math of independence; established and

stable states burdened by poor quality of
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governance and by corrupt officials;

autocratic regimes repressing any form

of opposition but with sociopolitical

discontent and instability seething

below the surface. Our analysis though

will focus on other underlying factors.

For example, pervasive and persis-

tently low levels of economic growth,

associated with high levels of poverty,

are symptomatic of the social grie-

vances that may precipitate military

coups in African countries. Further-

more, foreign powers’ quest for geos-

trategic influence and security, has in

the past translated into shadow parti-

cipation in African inter- and intrastate

conflicts and in support to African dic-

tators, thereby fanning the flames of

violent dissent.

Building upon earlier analytical work on

military coups, this paper pays particu-

lar attention to the recent reemergence

of military coups in Africa and their un-

derlying causes. While researchers

have differed over the precise factors

leading to coups and the level of their

predictability, this paper shifts the

focus to political and economic deter-

minants, which have hitherto escaped

in-depth analysis – such as limited

economic growth, low income levels,

and a lack of democratic institutions.

In so doing, the paper seeks to shed

light on the predictability of military

coups and to propose some broad re-

commendations that could help to re-

duce their occurrence. 

II Theoretical Framework  

Several researchers have analyzed po-

litical conflict and the causes and out-

comes of military coups d’état. Early

work by Jackman (1978)1 attributed the

coups d’état that took place in the new

states of Africa from 1960 to 1975 to

three broad reasons, namely social mo-

bilization or “modernization”; cultural

pluralism; and political factors (i.e. poli-

tical party systems and mass participa-

tion). According to Jackman, both

social mobilization and the presence of

a dominant ethnic group had destabili-

zing consequences for newly establi-

shed states in sub-Saharan Africa. He

further argued that a multiplicity of po-

litical parties can be destabilizing, whe-

reas single-party do   mi nance has had a

stabilizing effect on post-independence

governments. However, when in inter-

action with electoral turnout (political

mobilization), Jackman found both mul-

tipartyism and the dominant ethnic

group to have destabilizing effects.

Drawing on Jackman’s earlier analysis,

Johnson, Slater, and McGowan (1984)2

found that “states with relatively dyna-

mic economies whose societies were

not very socially mobilized before inde-

pendence and which have maintained

or restored some degree of political

participation and political pluralism

have experienced fewer military coups,

attempted coups, and coup plots than

have states with the opposite set of

characteristics.” In other words, they

concluded that some measures of po-

sitive economic performance are highly

stabilizing, such as a high level of pro-

ductive employment, robust economic

growth, sound export performance

(ratio of export-imports to GNP), and

diversified commodity exports.

In attempting to analyze the internal

factors leading to a coup, McBride

(2004)3 and Collier and Hoeffler (2007)4

focused their analyses on the military it-

self. According to McBride, the military

intervene in political affairs mainly for

reasons of personal greed, being moti-

vated by the “rents” they hope to ex-

tract once they gain power or control

over the state. Collier and Hoeffler have

highlighted the interdependence bet-

ween the risks of a coup (plotted, at-

tempted, or successful) and the level of

military spending at the time. They

found that in countries with a low coup

risk, governments respond by reducing

military spending, whereas in countries

with a high coup risk, governments

tend to increase military spending. 

Another theory focuses on the colonial

heritage of African countries, namely

the disparate political systems inherited

from Britain, France, and Portugal.

While Luckham (2001)5 and Coleman

and Brice (1962)6 argue in favor of this

theory, both Wells (1974)7 and Tardoff

(1993)8 claim that the evidence does

not support this thesis.9 Souaré
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1 Jackman, Robert W. (1978). “The Predictability of Coups d’Etat: A Model with African Data.” American Political Science Review, Vol. 72, (December), pp. 1262-1275.
2 Johnson, Thomas H., Slater, Robert O., and McGowan, Pat (1984). “Explaining African Military Coups d’état, 1960-1982.” American Political Science Review, Vol. 78, No. 3,

pp. 622-640.
3 McBride, Michael (2004). “Crises, Coups, and Entry-deterring Reforms in Sub-Saharan Africa.” Paper presented at the Public Choice Society Seminar at the University of

California, June.
4 Collier, Paul and Hoeffler, Anke (2007). “Military Spending and the Risks of Coups d’Etat.” Centre for the Study of African Economies. Oxford: Oxford University. October.
5 Luckham, Robin et al. (2001). “Conflict and Poverty in Sub-Saharan Africa: An Assessment of the Issues and Evidence.” IDS Working Paper No. 128. Brighton, Sussex: Institute

of Development Issues.
6 Coleman, James, and Belmont Brice, Jr. (1962). “The Role of the Military in sub-Saharan Africa.” Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 
7 Wells, Alan (1974). “The Coup in Theory and Practice: Independent Black Africa in the 1960s.” American Journal of Sociology, no. 79. 
8 Tardoff, William (1993). “Government and Politics in Africa.” 2nd edn. London: Macmillan. 
9 Cited in Souaré, Issaka K. (2006). “Civil Wars and Coups d’Etat in West Africa.” Lanham, MD: University Press of America, p. 96.
10 Ibid. 
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(2006)10 has pointed out that the two

West African countries most affected

by successful coups (Nigeria and Niger)

had in fact very different colonial pasts.

And while Cape Verde has been coup-

free, Guinea–Bissau – the other Portu-

guese colony in West Africa– has

experienced three successful coups.

Souaré’s argument is supported by the

fact that Liberia and Ethiopia, which

were never colonies, have both witnes-

sed military coups.

The approach in this paper will build

upon some of this analysis, while iden-

tifying new factors that have not yet

been fully analyzed, such as a country’s

level of socio-political and economic

development. Based on an analysis of

recent coups in established democratic

regimes, it will reveal the weakness of

democratic institutions in some African

countries and the part that this can play

in triggering military coups.

III African Military Coups – 
A Retrospective  

A coup d’état is a sudden (lasting from

a few hours to at least one week), often

violent overthrow of a government by a

small group of military, police, or secu-

rity forces. It results in the illegal repla-

cement of the existing government

personnel or constitutional relations-

hips, and may radically alter the state’s

fundamental social and economic poli-

cies. If the small group’s struggle to de-

pose the established government fails

(which generally takes no longer than a

week), it is considered an attempted in-

tervention or “coup attempt.” Another

form of extra-legal military or paramili-

tary infiltration in political affairs is cal-

led a “plot.” In such a case, the

population only finds out about it later

on, from announcements by the legiti-

mate government that a plot has been

uncovered and prevented. 

In Africa, more than 200 military coups

have been staged since the post-inde-

pendence era of 1960s, with 45% of

them being successful and resulting in

a change in power at the top, i.e. the

displacement of the head-of-state and

government officials, and/or the disso-

lution of previously existing constitutio-

nal structures. Of the 51 African states

selected in our sample, only 10 coun-

tries have never experienced a coup

d’état (successful, attempted, or plot-

ted), namely: Botswana, Cape Verde,

Egypt, Eritrea, Malawi, Mauritius, Mo-

rocco, Namibia, South Africa, and Tu-

nisia.11 In the past 52 years, 80% of the

selected countries have experienced at

least one coup or failed coup attempt,

and 61% have suffered several military

coups (ranging from 2 to 10 in number).

Table 1 and Figure 1 below present the

annual numbers of successful coups

and coup attempts that took place in

Africa between 1960 and early 2012.

11 The revolts and protests that started in Tunisia in December 2010 (known as the “The Arab Spring”) resulted in the removal of the heads of state and in changes in the
governments of Egypt, Libya, and Tunisia. However, these events are considered to be “revolutions,” as they were initiated through popular uprisings and motivated primarily
by demands for basic social, economic, and political change. 
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Year Successful Failed/Attempt
1960 1 (DRC) 1 (Ethiopia)

1961 1 (Somalia)

1662 1 (Senegal)

1963 3 (Togo, Congo, Benin) 1 (DRC)

1964 4 (Ghana, Tanzania, Gabon, DRC)

1965 5 (Benin, Algeria, DRC, Benin, Benin) 1 (Burundi)

1966 8 (CAR, Nigeria, Uganda, Ghana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Nigeria, Burundi) 2 (Togo, Sudan)

1967 3 (Togo, Sierra Leone, Benin) 1 (Ghana)

1968 3 (Sierra Leone, Congo, Mali)

1969 4 (Libya, Sudan, Somalia, Benin)

1970 3 (Congo, Togo, Guinea)

1971 1 (Uganda) 4 (Sierra Leone, Uganda, Sudan, Chad)

1972 3 (Ghana, Madagascar, Benin) 2 (Congo, Benin)

1973 2 (Swaziland, Rwanda) 1 (Cote d’Ivoire)

1974 3 (Burkina Faso, Niger, Ethiopia) 5 (Uganda, Uganda, Angola, CAR, Madagascar)

1975 2 (Chad, Nigeria) 3 (Benin, Sudan, Mozambique)

1976 1 (Burundi) 6 (CAR, Nigeria, Niger, Uganda, Mali, Sudan)

1977 1 (Seychelles) 6 (Benin, Sudan, Congo, Chad, Angola, Uganda)

1978 3 (Comoros, Ghana, Mauritania) 3 (Mali, Somalia, Sudan)

1979 3 ( Ghana, Equatorial Guinea, CAR) 2 (Chad, Ghana)

1980 5 (Mauritania, Liberia, Uganda, Guinea Bissau, Burkina Faso) 1 (Zambia)

1981 2 (CAR, Ghana) 4 (Mauritania, Equatorial Guinea, Liberia, Gambia)

1982 1 (Burkina Faso) 5 (Mauritania, CAR, Zimbabwe, Kenya, Ghana)

1983 2 (Burkina Faso, Nigeria) 5 (Equatorial Guinea, Liberia, Ghana, Cameroon, Niger)

1984 2 (Guinea, Mauritania) 2 (Ghana, Cameroon)

1985 3 (Sudan, Uganda, Nigeria) 3 (Liberia, Guinea, Liberia)

1986 1 (Lesotho) 1 (Equatorial Guinea)

1987 2 (Burundi, Burkina Faso) 2 (Sierra Leone, Comoros)

1988 1 (Uganda)

1989 2 (Sudan, Comoros) 1 (Ethiopia)

1990 1 (Chad) 2 (Nigeria, Zambia)

1991 2 (Mali, Lesotho) 4 (Djibouti, Togo, Chad, Togo)

1992 2 (Sierra Leone, Algeria) 3 (Burundi, Benin, Comoros)

1993 1 (Nigeria) 2 (Guinea Bissau, Burundi)

1994 1 (Gambia) 2 (Burundi, Liberia)

1995 3 (Sao Tome & Principe, Comoros, Sierra Leone)

1996 3 (Sierra Leone, Niger, Burundi) 3 (Guinea, CAR, Sierra Leone)

1997 1 (Sierra Leone) 1 (Zambia)

1998 1 (Guinea Bissau)

1999 3 (Niger, Comoros, Cote d’Ivoire)

2000 3 (Comoros, Sierra Leone, Cote d’Ivoire)

2001 1 (DRC) 5 (Cote d’Ivoire, Burundi, CAR, Burundi, Comoros)

2002 1 (Cote d’Ivoire)

2003 3 (CAR, Sao Tome & Principe, Guinea-Bissau) 1( Mauritania)

2004 4 (DRC, Chad, DRC, Equatorial Guinea)

2005 1 (Mauritania)

2006 1 (Chad) 2 (Madagascar, Cote d’Ivoire)

2008 2 (Mauritania, Guinea)

2009 1 (Madagascar)

2010 1 (Niger) 2 (Guinea-Bissau, Madagascar)

2011 3 (DRC, Niger, Guinea-Bissau)

2012 2 (Mali, Guinea-Bissau)

Table 1 Number and Type of Military Coups in African Countries, 1960-2012
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While a significant number of success-

ful coups occurred in the immediate

post-independence era (during the

1960s), the 1970s and 1980s were

marked by a plethora of both success-

ful and failed coup attempts. Of the 39

coups that happened during the

1960s, 27 (or 69%) resulted in the suc-

cessful toppling of established regimes.

The rise in the failure rate of military

coups (61%) during the 1970s and

1980s can be largely attributed to the

fact that most African nations had been

independent for a considerable period

of time. This allowed them to have es-

tablished political systems in place,

able to successfully withstand military

coup attempts. The 1990s and 2000s,

on the other hand, witnessed a de-

crease in the number of both success-

ful and failed coups, with about half of

African countries being coup free. The

reasons for the absence of coups and

coup attempts during this period are

manifold, ranging from foreign powers

guaranteeing stability in some coun-

tries, to other nations being caught up

in different manifestations of political

violence (e.g. civil or interstate wars), or

to established regimes being equipped

with measures of systemic legitimacy

that discouraged praetorian assaults

from the armed forces. 
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Figure 1 Trends in African Military Coups, 1960-2012

Source: AfDB, based on various sources.

Table 2 Number of Military Coups (successful and attempted) per Sub-region

1960-1969 1970-1989 1990-2010

West Africa 19 49 36

Central Africa 8 14 13

Eastern Africa 10 26 12

Southern Africa 0 10 6

TOTAL 37 99 67
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Drawing comparisons between Sub-

Saharan Africa’s sub-regions bolsters

the argument for correlation between

the incidence of coups and the growth

level in sub-regional political econo-

mies.12 The West Africa sub-region,

comprising 17 states, records the hi-

ghest rate of coup activity (see Figure

2). This sub-region alone experienced

104 military coups, which is about half

of all reported coups in Africa. The Cen-

tral Africa and Eastern Africa sub-re-

gions experienced respectively 35 and

48 military coups. While both of these

sub-regions endured similar trends, the

Central African countries experienced

more successful coups compared to

East African nations. Many have attri-

buted the high prevalence of successful

coups in West and Central Africa sub-

regions to a ‘coup contagion’ pheno-

menon. A risk of contagion in West and

Central Africa may have influenced the

success rate of military coups in these

two sub-regions. As the occurrence of

military coups in one country heightens

the likelihood of military coups in other

countries in the sub-region13, it has

been argued that the success of a coup

in one country similarly influences the

outcome of military coups in neighbo-

ring countries.

With regard to the Southern Africa sub-

region, which enjoys greater stability,

only 15 coups have been registered

since independence. The presence of

South Africa in this sub-region had a si-

gnificant influence on the reduced inci-

dence of military coups d’état. As a

powerful economic and political re-

gime, South Africa’s pronounced inter-

vention in the domestic affairs of its

neighboring nations created strong di-

sincentives for coup behaviors. 
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Figure 2 Sub-regional Share of Military Coups: 1960-1969; 1970-1989; 1990-2012

Source: AfDB, based on list of coups d’état in Africa 1961-2012.

12 For the purpose of this paper, the North Africa subregion (Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, and Tunisia) will be excluded from the geographical comparative analysis. Our
classification of subregional groupings include: West Africa (Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Côte d’Ivoire, Equatorial Guinea, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia,
Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, and Togo); Central Africa (Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, Democratic Republic of Congo, and
Gabon); East Africa (Burundi, Comoros, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Kenya, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, and Uganda); and Southern Africa (Angola, Botswana, Lesotho,
Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia, and Zimbabwe).

13 Li, Richard P.Y. and Thompson, William R. (1975). “The ’Coup Contagion’ Hypothesis.” Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 19, No. 1, March 1975, pp. 63-88.
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IV Factors Leading 
to a Coup  

The military coup events during the

post-independence, Cold War and

post-Cold War eras were relatively pea-

ceful and did not involve heavy violence

or casualties (unlike civil wars or intra-

and interstate wars). As Ruth First fa-

mously wrote: “Get the keys to the ar-

mory; turn out the barracks; take the

radio station, the post office and the air-

port; [and] arrest the person of the pre-

sident and you arrest the state…”14.

But in order to unlock the underlying

factors behind military coups and the

reasons for Africa’s political fragility, we

need to look more closely at some

under-researched areas. This brings us

to highlight the ideological and foreign

dimensions of these coups, especially

during the post-colonial and Cold War

periods. 

Some of the military coups during the

early years of independence were ins-

pired by ideological motivations. The

desire to radically change the social

base of their countries away from sta-

tus-ridden oligarchies to embrace de-

mocracy and the rule of law induced

some military leaders to intervene in

political affairs. A notable example is

Captain Thomas Sankara, who led a

coup d’état in Burkina Faso in 1983

with the clear desire to establish a just,

reformed, and prosperous society.

Subsequently, the bipolar struggle bet-

ween competing ideologies during the

Cold War era heightened political ten-

sions and scaled up military conflicts in

newly independent African states. In-

deed, the battle between the two “su-

perpowers” (the United States and the

Soviet Union) for increased diplomatic,

military, and economic spheres of in-

fluence further undermined the fragile

and complex sociopolitical structures of

many African states. Given the weak

institutional and productive capacities

of the majority of African countries at

that time, these ”superpowers” were

able to influence governments toward

“military Keynesianism” and its attribute

of increased military spending. As many

African leaders engaged in military ad-

ventures simply to divert attention away

from failed domestic policies, the level

of political conflicts escalated sharply. 

The soaring military spending in Africa

in the 1970s (estimated at 6.6% a year)

was accompanied by widespread cor-

ruption within the army and the military

regimes and by increasing social ine-

quality. These elements combined to

fuel most of the military coups (about

100 between 1970-1990) that African

countries experienced during the Cold

War era. 

It is worth noting that, in most cases,

military coups occurred in countries

where the sociopolitical environment

was most conducive to their emer-

gence. A government’s inability to des-

ign, implement, and administer sound

public policy – in conjunction with other

economic and political weaknesses,

such as low economic growth, corrup-

tion, and lack of institutionalized demo-

cratic structures – motivated soldiers

and rebels to take full advantage of the

situation and overthrow political leaders

with the goal of pursuing corporate or

personal interests. With very few ex-

ceptions (e.g. Flight Lieutenant Jerry

Rawlings in Ghana, 1979; and Lieute-

nant Colonel Amadou Toumani Touré in

Mali, 1991), military coup leaders have

generally failed to honor their pledges

to restore sociopolitical stability and

hand over power to the civilians. 

Upon gaining their independence,

many African countries struggled to

institute a modern and democratic

state structure. Instead, they ended up

establishing autocratic regimes with

elite groups that abused state authority

to enrich their constituencies and

consolidate their dominance in the po-

litical process. In the early 1960s, only

eight Sub-Saharan Africa countries had

democratic regimes, while 23 emerged

as autocratic. The end of the Cold War

provided the impetus for a radical

change in the prevalent regimes in

Africa, whereby many countries pro-

gressively moved away from autocracy

toward democratic systems of govern-

ment. This move was positively corre-

lated with a reduction in social unrest

and political violence in many countries.

However, in a few countries the sudden

regime transition triggered more politi-

cal violence and armed conflicts, as ex-

perienced in the Central Africa

Republic, Comoros, Congo, Guinea-

Bissau, Niger, and Sierra Leone during

the 1990s. Figure 3 gives a regional

overview of the pattern of military

coups and the typology of political re-

gimes in Africa for the 50-year period

1960-2010. The chart reveals a posi-

tive correlation between political insta-

bility and the occurrence of military

coups and attempted coups in sub-Sa-

haran Africa. 
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14 D. Pinnock (1997) “Voices of Liberation.” Volume 2: Ruth First. Pretoria: HSRC Publishers, p. 188.
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However, it should be borne in mind

that the incidence of military coups is

not restricted to countries governed by

autocratic regimes. Some countries

with democratically elected civilian go-

vernments have suffered a similar fate.

An interesting example is The Gambia,

which experienced its first successful

coup d’état in 1994, challenging a 30-

year old multiparty democratic regime. 

Indeed, it would be naïve to argue that

a move toward ‘democracy,’ to give or-

dinary people a greater say in the deci-

sion-making that affects their lives, will

automatically prevent military coups.

The evidence we have presented in this

paper contradicts this hypothesis.

What needs to be taken into account in

any analysis of the causative factors

behind military coups is the complexity

of the underlying determinants. In ad-

dition to problems of poor governance

and institutional inefficiencies, political

factionalism, and widespread corrup-

tion, many African economies continue

to suffer from deep-rooted fragility. This

exposes African states to greater pres-

sures from the army and civil society. In

fact, the end of the Cold War and the

rise of the United States as the major

hegemonic power significantly reduced

the flows of credits and loans to African

governments. Meanwhile, the failure of

the structural adjustment programs

(SAPs) implemented by International Fi-

nancial Institutions (IMF and World

Bank) in the 1980s, and the recalling of

their loans further indebted African go-

vernments. As a result, many African

economies ran up chronic balance of

payment deficits and were unable to fi-

nance their patron–client networks. All

this contributed to rampant unemploy-

ment, collapsing infrastructure, deterio-

rating economic situations, and an

erosion of political stability. As social

movements started to challenge the

state hegemony in the midst of all these

crises, the military once more took ad-

vantage of the situation and sought po-

litical power.

This is where Johnson et al.’s argument

for a linkage between per capita GDP

growth and the incidence of military

coups starts to gain traction.15 By repli-

cating and extending Jackman’s (1978)

model of the structural determinants of

coups d’état in Sub-Saharan Africa,

Johnson et al. discovered, in addition

to political pluralism, other important

explanatory variables, namely domes-

tic and international economic perfor-

mance. Citing Wallerstein, they further

concluded that:

“...in states where influentials have in-

ternalized the rules of the capitalist
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Figure 3 Regime Types and Coups d’Etat in Sub-Saharan Africa, 1960-2010

Source: AfDB, based on the Polity IV Project dataset, Center for Systemic Peace.

15 Johnson, Thomas H., Slater, Robert O., and McGowan, Pat (1984). “Explaining African Military Coups d’état, 1960-1982.” American Political Science Review, Vol. 78, No. 3,
pp. 622-640.
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world economy and thereby coped re-

latively well with the very harsh interna-

tional economic environment of the last

10 years, these states have lessened

their peripherality to a degree, streng-

thened their civilian structure somew-

hat, and experienced less military

interventionism than states whose in-

fluentials have not coped as well.”16

In Figure 4, we observe that Sub-Sa-

haran African countries with low, or ne-

gative, per capita GDP growth since

independence have experienced more

military coups than countries with hi-

gher per capita GDP growth rates.

Outstanding examples include Burundi,

the Central African Republic, Comoros,

Democratic Republic of Congo, Ghana,

Guinea-Bissau, Niger, and Sierra

Leone, among others. Some excep-

tions such as Equatorial Guinea, which

has averaged a GDP per capita growth

of 12.4% but experienced five military

coups (one successful and four at-

tempts), bring into focus other dimen-

sions of economic and political stability

that should be further explored. 
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16 Wallerstein (1979). Cited in Johnson et al., op. cit., p. 636.

Figure 4 GDP per Capita Growth and Number of Military Coups 
(successful and attempted) in selected Sub-Saharan African countries, 1960-2012

Source: AfDB, based on the Polity IV Project dataset, Center for Systemic Peace.
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V Why a Reemergence 
of Military Coups?  

The previous sections, which were de-

voted to the trends and causes of mili-

tary coups in Africa, have provided a

general overview of successful and fai-

led military coups triggered mainly by

ideological motives. We have drawn lin-

kages between such coups and factors

related to nationalism and the Cold

War, political instability, and economic

performance. While the prevalence of

military coups increased significantly

during the 1970s and 1980s, they

faded considerably between the mid-

1990s and 2000s. This has been attri-

buted mostly to the progress made by

many African countries in improving go-

vernance and reforming their econo-

mies. In fact, the 1990s witnessed the

most significant spread of democrati-

zation across Africa. The winds of poli-

tical change that swept through the

continent resulted in many African

countries for the first time seeing the

emergence of a free press, multipar-

tyism, independent unions, and a va-

riety of civil society organizations. In

2000, Africa entered the new millen-

nium with over 30 member countries

having already held their first free and

fair multiparty elections. According to a

McKinsey report,17 Africa’s real GDP

rose by 4.9% a year from 2000 through

to 2008, more than twice the rate of

growth in the 1980s and 1990s. After

more than 50 years of independence,

African countries have undergone radi-

cal political transformations – many are

now democracies; and their vibrant

economies make them one of the fas-

test-growing regions in the world. Yet,

some have fallen back into the trap of

political instability characterized by the

reemergence of military coups d’état. 

Has the revamped and more open po-

litical environment effectively reduced

the occurrence of military coups? What

has been the impact of democratiza-

tion on African economies? And more

specifically, has there been a correlation

(positive or negative) between the pro-

cess of political change and economic

transformation in African countries? It is

important to try to shed light on the root

causes of military coups in states that

were considered to be politically stable

at the time, since they enjoyed reaso-

nably sound economic policies and

reasonable levels of growth. 

The Republic of Mali in the West Afri-

can region has been exemplified as a

state that transitioned successfully from

autocracy to democratic governance in

the early 1990s, and which has pro-

gressively achieved and sustained

good levels of economic growth. But,

as we have already highlighted, it

shockingly lost that distinction in March

2012, when middle-ranking soldiers in

revolt against the resurgent Tuareg re-

bels stormed the presidential palace,

captured the state television station,

announced that the Constitution had

been suspended, and banished Presi-

dent Amadou Toumani Touré just a few

weeks before the end of his second

term. 

Other examples abound. Two years

prior to that, on February 18, 2010, the

democratically elected President of

Niger, Mamadou Tanja, was over-

thrown in a military coup. This was a

reaction to the President’s decision to

revise the Constitution in order to ex-

tend by three years his second five-

year term. To cite another example: on

August 6, 2008, Mauritania’s first freely

elected President, Sidi Mohamed Ould

Cheikh Abdallahi, was overthrown by a

group of senior military officers who de-

clared that their action was in response

to the deteriorating social, economic,

and security situation in the country. In

December 2006, an alleged military

coup attempt failed against Madagas-

car’s democratically elected President,

Marc Ravalomanana, who was running

for re-election. But two years later (in

March 2008), President Ravalomanana

was forced to resign following a pro-

tracted power struggle with the oppo-

sition. 

While all these countries have expe-

rienced more than one military coup

d’état or attempted coup since their in-

dependence (as has been the case for

many other African countries), the stri-

king point of commonality is that they

all enjoyed some measure of political

stability and positive economic growth

at the time of the coups. During the

past decade, military coups d’état or

coups attempts have taken place in 15

Sub-Saharan African countries, namely

Burundi, Central African Republic,

Chad, Comoros, Côte d’Ivoire, Demo-

cratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial

Guinea, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Mada-

gascar, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, São

Tomé and Príncipe, and Sierra Leone.

Our challenge is to discover why coups

d’état or attempted coups have ree-

merged in democratic countries such

as Chad, the Democratic Republic of

Congo, Guinea-Bissau, Madagascar,

Mali, Mauritania, and Niger. 
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17 McKinsey Quarterly. “What’s Driving Africa’s Growth?” June 2010. McKinsey Global Institute.
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A careful analysis of the governance

performance in these countries should

help us determine whether there is any

linkage with the prevalence or risk of

military coups. Figure 5 charts each

country’s annual score in overall go-

vernance quality from 2000 to 2010

(based on the Ibrahim Index of African

Governance18), as well as the military

coups (successful or attempted) that

occurred in the country for given year.

While Mali and Madagascar slightly

outperformed the average of all African

countries for governance, all the other

countries performed below average

between 2000 and 2010. The Demo-

cratic Republic of Congo is the only

country that shows some significant

improvement in overall governance

quality. In Chad (2006), Guinea-Bissau

(2003), Madagascar (2009), and Mau-

ritania (2008), the occurrence of mili-

tary coups coincides with an overall

decline in governance performance.

Although one cannot unequivocally

claim that a country’s declining score

or poor quality of governance was a

decisive factor leading to a coup, yet it

is possible to discern some relations-

hip. It is worth noting that in all these

countries, military coups or coups at-

tempts took place in the year during

which their respective scores for Safety

and Rule of Law and/or Participation

and Human Rights decreased signifi-

cantly. The Safety and Rule of Law di-

mension of the Ibrahim Index assesses

a state’s ability to provide its citizens

with an effective judicial system, and

the “right to safety (rather than the

mere presence of safety), accountabi-

lity of public officials, and prevention,

control and elimination of corruption in

the country”. With regard to the Parti-

cipation and Human Rights dimension,

it is “the right to vote, the right to a fair

election, and freedom to express views

on political issues and to hold govern-

ment accountable for commitments

made under national and international

law” that are assessed.
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18 The Ibrahim Index of African Governance is a composite index, combining underlying indicators in a standardized way to provide a statistical measure of governance
performance in all African countries. It is constructed through four overarching dimensions: Safety and Rule of Law, Participation and Human Rights, Sustainable Economic
Opportunity, and Human Development.
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Figure 5 Overall Governance Trend and Military Coups d’Etat

Source: AfDB, 2011 Ibrahim Index of African Governance.
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Figure 6 provides the selected coun-

tries’ GDP growth performance in

conjunction with their incidence of mi-

litary coups during 2000-2012. The

very low performers in terms of real

GDP (average growth rate from 2000

to 2012) are Guinea-Bissau (2.2%),

Madagascar (2.7%), and Mauritania

(3.9%), and all these countries expe-

rienced more than one military coup

and attempted coup during 2000-

2012 (four in Guinea-Bissau and three

each in Madagascar and Mauritania).

Notwithstanding, Niger and Chad,

which registered high GDP growth

rates on average (5% and 9% respec-

tively) also experienced more than one

military coup and attempted coup (3

and 2 respectively). One interesting fin-

ding from Figure 6 is that, in some ins-

tances, successful military coups

occurred a year or two following a de-

cline in GDP growth rate. For instance,

in Guinea-Bissau, a successful military

coup took place in 2003, a year after

the country experienced a recession

with a GDP rate of -7.1% in 2002. Si-

milarly, in Chad, Mauritania, and Niger,

military coups succeeded respectively

in 2006, 2008, and 2010, following a

year of declining GDP growth rate or

very poor economic performance. Per-

haps also relevant is the fact that their

economies are undiversified, and es-

sentially based on the agricultural sec-

tor and the extractive industries. That

context could help create the linkage

between economic vulnerability and

political instability. 
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Figure 6 GDP Growth Rate (annual percentage) and Military Coups d’état

Source: AfDB Statistics.
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What conclusions can we safely draw

from Figures 5 and 6? We have seen a

correlation between on the one hand,

a decline in scores for governance

quality (i.e. Safety and Rule of Law and

Participation and Human Rights) and

poor economic performance and, on

the other, the later occurrence of a mi-

litary coup or attempted coup. This

raises a number of questions: How

successful is the process of democra-

tization in those countries? What

should be done to improve good go-

vernance in those vulnerable states?

What economic factors increase the

risk of military coups? 

While most African countries embarked

on the path of democracy by establi-

shing multiparty systems of gover-

nance, many are still struggling to

ensure respect for human rights, secu-

rity and peace, good governance, and

political stability for their citizens. The

apparent difficulty lies within countries’

capacity to build integrated and har-

monious democratic societies, where

all aspects of the concept of demo-

cracy are fully mainstreamed. Although

there is no universally accepted defini-

tion of “democracy,” one that is widely

endorsed is: “the ability of a people (the

electorate) to choose freely on a regu-

lar basis between competing groups of

potential governors to conduct the af-

fairs of the state.”19 In most of Africa,

the transition to multiparty competitive

elections has been a relatively smooth

one. However, other aspects of demo-

cratic change, such as the institutiona-

lization of state structures that respect

citizens’ social and political rights, and

that foster political and economic trans-

parency and accountability, have yet to

take root in many African countries. 

An important factor that has hampered

the prospects for democratic consoli-

dation in Africa is the low level of so-

cioeconomic development. According

to Clark (2002)20 and Bratton and van

de Walle (1997),21 African states that

experience poor economic growth and

high inflation are likely to experience de-

mocratic transitions but are unlikely to

consolidate democratic systems. Clark

further argues that “all of the ‘unconso-

lidated’ transitional democracies have

shown signs of great fragility, including

serious outbreaks of public unrest and

contested elections.”22 This is the case

in our sample countries, where post-

transitional elections encountered se-

rious flaws, such as contested electoral

results (e.g. Mali in 2002), a return to

military dictatorship (e.g. Madagascar

in 1997), or civil war (e.g. Guinea-Bis-

sau and Niger). Thus, it appears that

their democratic experiments remain

extremely fragile. Meanwhile, their eco-

nomic performance has been hit by

commodity fluctuations in world mar-

kets and other external shocks (e.g. na-

tural disasters), low human and

institutional capacity, and a high level of

corruption. The heavy dependence on

primary commodity exports (agricul-

ture, mineral and petroleum exports) si-

gnificantly reduces the potential for

democratic consolidation. 

The internal patterns of governance in

those sample countries, characterized

by a corrupt political class that ma-

nages economic revenues and sup-

presses the prospect for other

economic activities to succeed, have

failed to support democratic consolida-

tion. This suggests that some socioe-

conomic variables, such as strong and

sustainable economic growth, in-

creases in levels of education, oppor-

tunities for competitiveness and

financial reward, and an uncorrupted

middle class, are prerequisites for the

long-term political stability in African

states.

VI Conclusion 
and Recommendations  

In this paper, we have briefly analyzed

the prevalence and root causes of mi-

litary coups d’état that have occurred

in African countries since the years of

independence (1960s). We have

shown that most military coups, both

successful and failed, occurred in West

African countries, and to a lesser de-

gree, in Central and East African coun-

tries. The Southern African sub-region,

which has enjoyed greater political sta-

bility, has also experienced fewer mili-

tary coups. We argued that during the

post-colonial and Cold War eras of the

1970s and 1980s, most of the military

coups or attempted coups were moti-

vated by ideological belief systems

such as socialism, capitalism, free

market and mixed economy orienta-

tions. Our analysis of coups d’état du-
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19 Zack-Williams, A.B. (Jun. 2001). “No Democracy, No Development: Reflections on Democracy and Development in Africa.” Review of African Political Economy, Vol. 28, No.
88, “Africa’s Future: That Sinking Feeling”, pp. 213-223

20 Clark, John F. (2002). “Resource Revenues and Political Development in sub-Saharan Africa: Congo Republic in Perspective.” Africa Spectrum, Vol. 37, No. 1, pp. 25-41. 
21 Bratton, Michael and van de Walle, Nicolas (1997). “Democratic Experiments in Africa. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.” 
22 Clark, John F. (2005) “Petroleum Revenues and Political Development in the Congo Republic: The Democratic Experiment and Beyond.” In Matthias Basedau and Andreas
Mehler (eds.), Resource Politics in Sub-Saharan Africa. Hamburg: Institut für Afrika Kunde, p. 125.
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ring the 1990s and 2000s shifted at-

tention to a number of internal and ex-

ternal factors, namely the quality of

governance, economic performance,

the standards of living, respect for

human rights, and the degree of libe-

ralization and integration within the re-

gion. 

At the dawn of independence, a mino-

rity of African economies found them-

selves in the ascendant. Countries

such as Ghana and Kenya enjoyed hi-

gher GDP growth rates than counter-

part countries in Latin America and

Asia. However, the majority of African

states emerged relatively weak at the

time of their independence, with new

governments struggling to ensure po-

litical legitimacy as well as develop their

nations’ productive capabilities and

grow their economies. It was therefore

not surprising to witness, during the

Cold War era, the rise of state elites

and one-party structures governed by

client–patron networks. These struc-

tures impeded private sector economic

activity and prospects for sustained,

socially inclusive growth. The end of

the Cold War and the introduction of

structural adjustment programs further

weakened African economies. Con  se-

quently, with limited availability of inter-

nal resources, state legitimacy was

increasingly challenged.

It was during the decades 1990s and

2000s that African nations attempted

to legitimize their regimes by ushering

in a wave of “democratically” contested

or politically elected regimes. However,

the failure of the states to provide eco-

nomic development opportunities and

security to their citizens saw the ree-

mergence of political instability, which

became manifest through organized

violence, public mass demonstrations,

or military coups d’état. 

While it is impossible to predict the

onset, incidence, or success rate of a

potential military coup, yet by addres-

sing some core economic and socio-

political problems, governments could

mitigate the risk of such an event. In

other words, good governance and po-

licies that provide economic opportuni-

ties for all citizens and that create the

enabling environment for poverty re-

duction may be the panacea to tackle

political instability. The following broad

recommendations are therefore propo-

sed as laying the foundations for a po-

litically stable and prosperous future for

the region:

• To establish and ensure a form of

democratic government that is

based on the empowerment of or-

dinary citizens, with a clear separa-

tion between the three poles of

government (executive, legislature,

and judiciary), political pluralism, ac-

countability and transparency, and

respect for human rights. 

• To provide sustained levels of eco-

nomic development and prospe-

rity. This will entail developing basic

infrastructure (transportation, power,

ICT, and water and sanitation); diver-

sifying the economy; building pro-

ductive capacities; reforming trade

policies for increased income-gene-

rating opportunities; and reforming

the financial system for increased ac-

cess to means of production and ex-

port. 

• To provide equal educational, vo-

cational and economic opportuni-

ties for all citizens regardless of their

social class, ethnicity, gender or geo-

graphical location. Boosting educa-

tional and vocational opportunities

will help to address the massive

youth unemployment challenge cur-

rently facing the region, which is alie-

nating youth and creating social

disaffection. Policies to boost social

inclusion and social protection, parti-

cularly for those in remote rural areas

and in slum settlements in the cities,

will help to extinguish the sparks of

social unrest which can be politically

destabilizing and which may open the

way to interventions such as military

coups.
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